
"Whiteout" 

Emanuele's notes on first draft 


" 

First line suggestion: 

"After 8 hours they hated her. She did not care" 


P8 

Can we be told Dr Ansari's first name - just to underline her gender? 


PII -last para 

Would Stanley be at work on Xmas day? 


PIS - "destroy the virus" 

Does this mean there is something Toni could take with her after the theft that could 

render the virus ineffective? 


P35 - "Stanley was angry" 

He was amused on P34 


P41 

I'm not clear why he nicked the anti-viraL 

I'm getting confused between the virus and the anti-viraL 


P42 

I think we are missing Xmas background. Shoppers, music in cafe, a general holiday 

feeling. 


P54 

We haven't 'met' Stanley yet. We don't know what he thinks about Toni, Kit's 

betrayal etc 


P82 -line 3 

Visibility doesn't shorten. It diminishes, I think. 


P89- para3 

I was momentarily unsure who Craig's father was. 


P90 - para 2 

I thought Toni might say a little more to the family here. She sounds a bit short. 


P96 - 3rd last line 

When did Toni make this identification? 


PlIO 

With Stanley not being a POV character, I think we're missing some background 

What was Stanley's first success? 

What's his love life like now? 

His feelings about his kids? Toni? Sacking Kit? 

Could we get this info from Miranda thinking about her dAd? 




Pl23 

Miranda's fear of her secret getting out could be stronger, justifying her covering up 

Kit's theft. 


P125 

The 4pm chapter is repeated. 


P149 

Toni's security looks weak. 

Perhaps there should be someone (Kit's accomplice at the Kremlin?) who has 

persuaded Stanley that Toni's plans to modernise the security system were 

unworkable / expensive / non-essential and had to be reined in. This could have lead 

to Toni's one and only run-in with Stanley. 


P165 - "sky-blue Bentley" 

Would he be able to identify the colour? 


P166 

I think the disguises need to more sophisticated to convince. The stuff Kit is 

supplying is all amateur and obvious. Perhaps it could be a skill of Elton's. 

It can't be easy to disguise a black man in Glasgow. 


P167-1 S1 line 

Again I think the whole disguise thing needs to be more convincing. 


P182 

Ibid. Toni might recognise him by voice, smell, mannerisms, jewellery. 


P200 

I thought Daisy was pretty fit. Swimming? 


P217 

I'm not sure if Elton's insult is in character. But I'm not sure how to think ofhim. 

Earlaier we saw him as a victim of Daisy's racist assumptions. That won him 

sympathy. But he has to be a bad guy. It might be good to develop him a bit more. 


P244 - last para 

Is Daisy supposed to be "stupid" 


P247 - 1s1 line 

Elton again. 


P272 - 1s1 para 

Did Miranda cross from the cottage to the house naked in the snow? 


P273 - para 2 

Kit's "stylish" car. I thought he drove a Peugot. 




P278 

The fight over the briefcase. This could be the moment to move the virus from its 

originally intended container to an improvised one if this hasn't already taken place. 


P309 1st line 

How did they find the barn? 


P312 - 1st line 

... or phone chargers ... 


P316 - para 2 

Toni might also guess that the thieves assumed time was on their side. 


P322 - 1st line 

Suggest "unsuccessful" to replace "foolhardy" 


I thought this scene should open with Olga screaming at Kit for his betrayal.. I can't 

see her shutting up until Daisy hits her. 


P324 - 1st line 

They do need Kit. But only until transport is sorted. 


P326 - "won't be in Europe" 

But Kit, Daisy, Harry and Elton will? Who has made plans? 


P327 "Gambling" 

... said Olga ... 


P347 

Nigel should guess that Kit might call the police anonymously. That's why he has to 

kill him. 


P364 

I like Craig'S fight with Daisy 


P365 - 9am 

I like the way the timeline works. I wonder if it might be helped by adding the day. 


P380 

I thought this scene was too obviously functional 


P384 

The virus would also kill Kit 




Ending(s) 

The Big Bad Guy is always the last to die / be arrested. Kit is not the biggest bad guy 
in this story. 

Bring terrorists (or at least their treasurer) to Steepfall in a chopper. Toni somehow 
switches the improvised container carrying the virus for a dummy. Chopper blows up 
with Nigel and Elton and Mr.Big on board. 

Weather is a problem bringing the chopper in but the bad guys should be able to 
command some serious hardware. Aslo they can wait in Northern England 'til the 
storm has passed and they'll only be an hour's ride away 

Sara thinks that Kit is basically too soft to let his family be hurt badly. Ifhe were 
directly threatened by Nigel it might add tension and justify his actions. Once the 4wd 
vehicle is not needed ('cos the terrorists are coming to Steepfall) Kit is expendable 
and a liablltiy to the gang. This pretty much puts him on his family'S side. 

What ifKit finds out the locastion of the boxing day target. He is horrified and let's 
slip to Toni / the family who he is holding captive. They say: That settles it Kit. You 
have stolen from your family but you can't be responsible for thousands of deaths. 
Plus you don't really think there's room in that chopper for everyone do you?" Kit 
lets the family loose. His sentence will be reduced as a result 

Frank could follow the chopper in to Steepfall and get himself hurt through his own 
stupidity. 

Unresolved: 
Osbourne 
Frank 
Harry 
Kit's accomplice at the Kremlin. 
Bella 
Bella's Husband and Kids 
I think you should drive them all to Steepfall and chuck them off the cliff. 

Conflating Nigel and Harry 


